Auerbach Arm Holder Rake Retractor Set

Designed by David M. Auerbach, MD

Allows intraoperative positioning for procedures of the posterior arm, elbow, and forearm

- Simple design for fast and easy positioning
- Connects over the drape in the sterile field using the supplied rail clamp and post
- Can be repositioned during surgery
- Sterilizable rubber pad protects the arm
- Retractors for the skin and soft tissues connect to the holder
- Compact for easy storage

PRODUCT NO'S:

2415-00  [Auerbach Arm Holder Rake Retractor Set]

Individual/Replacement Parts:

2415-01  [Auerbach Arm Holder Assembly]
Overall Length: 20" (50.8 cm)
Arm Holder Dimensions: 14.5" x 4" (36.9 x 10.2 cm)
Overall Width including Cleats: 7.5" (19.1 cm)

2415-02  [Auerbach Arm Holder Upright Rod]
Overall Length: 19.25" (49.4 cm)

2415-04  [Auerbach Rake Chain Retractor 4-Prong]
Two included in set, one with this product number
Overall Length including Chain: 10" (25.4 cm)
Retractor Width: .75" (1.9 cm)

2415-06  [Auerbach Rake Chain Retractor 6-Prong]
Two included in set, one with this product number
Overall Length including Chain: 10" (25.4 cm)
Retractor Width: 1.25" (3.2 cm)

2590-S01  [Black Strap]
Two included in set, one with this product number
Dimensions: 1" x 24" (2.5 x 61 cm)

2595  [Table Clamp]

2770-P  [Silicone Pad]
Dimensions: 12" x 5.5" (30.5 x 14 cm)

Replacement Parts:

2590-S  [Black Straps] Pkg of 10

Set includes:
(1) Arm Holder Assembly,
(1) Upright Rod,
(2) 4-Prong Rake Chain Retractors,
(2) 6-Prong Rake Chain Retractors,
(2) Black Straps,
(1) Table Clamp,
(1) Silicone Pad
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